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In this bulletin:
- John from Germany on the current World situation.
- John the Evangelist.
- How did our kindred spirits come to read or study the Jackob
  Lorber writings?
-The Hebrew letters.
- Bruno Gröning.
- Wars.
- You are like Adam.
- The memory of a previous life?                            

                     Date:   15-03-2024,  number  97

Friends of the Jesus Revelation through the writing servant and writing prophet Jakob Lorber
feel connected to all people of the world as creatures and children of one and the same Father.
This  Heavenly Father embodied Himself  in  Jesus Christ  about  2,000 years ago and did not
manifest Himself as Savior and Teacher until age 30, for three years. The spirit friends of the
Divine Revelation recognize in this eternal declaration a new and great Word of God and aim to
achieve a joyful mutual exchange.

                                              SELF-REFLECTION – SELF-EXAMINATION
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                Gerard

                Contacts - News – Reactions
www.zelfbeschouwing.info                            E-mail: zelfbeschouwing@gmail.com 

Jakob Lorber did not formulate a sentence himself, but he only wrote down
exactly what  the true Jesus  dictated to him word for word through the
heart  or  the  Inner  Word.  Basically,  it  is  not  about  the  'Jakob  Lorber
works', but about the ‘Jesus work’ through Jakob Lorber.

Dear Gerard,

Greetings from the USA. I read your latest bulletin yesterday and took note of your
offer on page 6 to send the complete script you referred to in the article about Israel
orchestrating the attack on October 7. Yes please send it to me. Also, If there is a
mailing list  for  receiving the English translated bulletin I  would appreciate it  if  you
could add me to it. 

I have been aware for a couple of years about the reality of the Zionist state and was
pleased to see you have stepped up and are presenting the truth to your readers.

I have been meaning to ask you for sometime if I may post your bulletins on the
foundation's website. Your bulletin is always informative and thought provoking.

Have you seen our website? I put it together a little over two years ago. There is
much I still would like to do to improve it as I have an ever growing stack of ideas. 

May the Lord continue to bless your work,

Dave Brown, President
Divine Word Foundation
Email: divinewordfoundation1@gmail.com
Website: divinewordfoundation.org

Answer

Dear Spiritmate,
Thank you for your surprising message. We have added you to our e-mail list as
requested. You will also find attached the complete story on the situation between
Israel and Palestine, a topic which is now very much in need of attention and to
which several of our readers have responded. 

mailto:zelfbeschouwing@gmail.com
http://www.zelfbeschouwing.info/
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We thank you for your interest and also for noticing the great differences between
Israel and the Palestinians.  It is not a question of politics, but of a major world event
and this history goes much and much further than one can ever imagine.  It is very
easy  to  express  an  opinion  about  it  without  having  seriously  studied  it.  The
information we have is very shocking. G

*.*.*.*.*.*

Adriaan from the Netherlands

Stop polarizing. (This response to the last Lorber bulletin.)
Roughly speaking, there are two groups of people on earth; people who believe in
Jesus and in the deity of His being and want to follow Him and the other group are
the followers of His opponent. In other words, the lie contra the truth. The lie divides,
and the truth connects. The adversary is extremely manifest in these times. As very
knowledgeable knowers of the truth and of the new revelations including through
Jakob Lorber, we must be careful not to go along with the lies as well. And to go
along with the polarization.

If you start talking about Israel, you are on thin ice. A Biblical people that was once
promised to  be  God's  people.  Once promised remains  promised.  Especially  with
God.
 
That there have been and of course still are very wrong Jews is all too familiar to
Lorber readers. But it  remains to be seen who or what  the real  Jews are today.
During the Diaspora they were assimilated and mixed. Now, right now, there are
some 10 million reasons why Israel should be supported. Namely about 10 million
inhabitants  consisting of  Jews,  (secular,  Orthodox or  liberal),  Christians,  atheists,
Druze,  Muslims,  Arabs,  Bedouins,  and all  sorts  of  other  people living together in
relative peace democratically in that beautifully developed, modern country. So there
are not only Jews living there.

And that does not make the inhabitants of Israel a people to be exterminated from
the  river  to  the  sea!  A  common  cry  during  worldwide,  massive  pro  Hamas
demonstrations.  Consider  how threatening  it  sounds  to  the  inhabitants  of  Israel?
"From  the  river  to  the  sea,  Palestine  will  be  free."  Especially  after  the  terrible
murderous  bloodthirsty  pogrom of  7/10/23.  Whether  this  pogrom was  staged  by
Israel itself remains very much to be seen. But in any case, this terrible event shows
the true face of Hamas.

You can also say that after the Holocaust and then after the establishment of Israel,
the country was populated with real and unreal Jews. By the way; I bolded "founding"
because I want to emphasize that Israel was not created after an aggressive war of
conquest but after an agreement with the United Nations. And, by the way, after that
moment of founding Israel has been continuously forced into defense mode. Defense
against  aggressive  Muslim-related  hatred.  (In  this  regard,  see  the  history  of  the
Grand Mufti of Jerusalem: Mohammad Amin al-Hoesseini. Hitler's greatest and most
loyal ally who grew his hatred of Jews like a cancer throughout the Muslim world and
has millions of followers to  this day.  This hatred is indoctrinated to children from
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kindergarten.  They  serve  up  lie  upon  lie.  Palestinian  Christians  are  not  even
ashamed to claim Jesus as Palestinian. A people who have never actually owned
their own country).

Don't forget that in Israel many different cultures live side by side in relative peace.
Even Arabs, Bedouins, Druze and Christians can and do live there. A Western-style
democracy. Come to think of it in the rest of the Muslim world. There the idea exists,
dictated by the Koran, that there are two types of countries; countries where Muslim
believers live and the other is war zones.

In the alternative media these days it  is bon ton to be anti  Israel. That hurts me
because that is where the truth is and should be paramount.  And above all  they
should not polarize. It baffles me why the focus is on that tiny country in an ocean of
Muslim hatred. Instead of Israel, look at real mega genocide in Azerbaijan, Nigeria,
China, etc, etc. The worst human rights violations and genocide that you don't, or
barely, hear the supposedly engaged news media talk about. Genocide directed at
Jews AND Christians!

So let us pray for the peace of Jerusalem (Psalm 122:6). But also for the innocent
inhabitants of Gaza and do not join in that polarization and Jew-hatred.
I  recommend that  everyone consult  other  sources Therefore,  read the articles of
"Christians  for  Israel"  (https://www.christenenvoorisrael.nl/)  and  of  the  messianic
Jewish  "Israel  Today"  (https://israeltoday.nl/).  These  contain  many  Bible-related
opinions that you can think freely, broadly and widely about. But they do show a very
different picture of this issue than what we as ordinary bourgeois and/or committed
thinkers tend to feed on.

In closing, I want to quote a piece from Sarah Young's "I'm Always With You" Page
86, March 9:
My ways are mysterious and unpredictable, but they are good. If you only look at the
events of this world, where evil seems to reign supreme, it is easy to become afraid
and lose heart. You cannot understand why I allow so much cruelty and suffering.
The problem lies in the fact that I am unlimited, and you are not. Many things are
simply  beyond  your  comprehension.  But  do  not  despair.  When  your  powers  of
comprehension are exhausted, trust in Me will carry you on. Affirm your trust in Me
through silent and loud prayers. 

Stay in touch with Me! Don't get caught up in a demanding attitude, an all-consuming
desire to know why. That is the wrong question to ask Me. The right questions are:
"How do You want me to look at this situation?" and "What do You want me to do
right  now?"  You  can't  change  the  past,  so  start  with  the  present  moment.  Start
looking for the way I am pointing. Trust Me one day and one moment at a time. Do
not be afraid, for I am with you; do not fear, for I am your God. I will strengthen you, I
will help you. 

PROVERBS 3:5; PREACHER 8:17; PSALM  37:12-13; JESIAH 41:10 
Connected in Jesus and with all respect,   Adriaan

Johannes (Germany) in our Jesus contacts writes: 
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'We are now living in a time (in 2024) for which the Earth truly has no shortage of
horrors.  The spiral  of  disaster seems to be spiraling downwards ever faster.  The
climate catastrophe, which is resulting in increasingly extreme natural events such as
devastating fires, droughts, and floods is by no means all that is causing millions to
flee  and  be  displaced.  In  addition,  there  are  currently  pandemics  (various
coronamutants) that are ruining the global economy and, on top of all the horrors,
there are cruel wars that do not stop at civil society in their inhuman aggression -
quite the opposite.”

'The gap between rich and poor is widening more and more, the excessive waste on
the one  hand and  the  misery  on  the  other  are  becoming ever  more  precarious.
Overpopulation  is  also  a  major  problem.  1. We  already  have  almost  eight  billion
people,  many  of  whom  are  driven  to  hunger  and  hopelessness  by  wars,
mismanagement, and corruption. Added to this are criminal activities of the worst
kind. Drug-related crime, sexualized violence, robbery, and murder are worldwide the
order of the day. In a word, this earth has become hell as far as these aspects are
concerned. And the worst thing is: there seems to be no improvement in sight for
these negative developments.' (Saskia Keune)

The fairytale that we are a functioning democratic constitutional state is still being
spread and sometimes believed in Germany (2024),. But how is Germany currently
described from a national and international perspective?
 
Germany finds itself in a kind of horror combination of the terrible German era from
1933 to 1945 and the two masterpieces published over 70 years ago by the brilliant
visionaries  of  the  future  Aldous  Huxley  "Brave  New  World"  and  George  Orwell
"1984".
___________________________________________________________________
 Jesus dictated to Jakob Lorber that the earth can support 1000 x 1000 as many inhabitants as
the number who were still alive at the time of Jesus in Palestine! [GJ.08_190,08] 

 
Germany has now unmasked itself in the coronavirus pandemic since 2020, showing
its true face, its ugly grimace. The coronavirus pandemic has ensured that at least
the  average  person  in  Germany  is  now  aware,  or  could  be  aware,  of  what
Germany actually is - at least for the most part or in part:    

 
 A  ruthless,  loveless,  dehumanized,  anti-Christian,  degenerate,  disinhibited,
unscrupulous, predatory capitalist, zombified, hypocritical, propagandistic, censored,
populist, bureaucratic, regulation-addicted, expropriation-addicted, value-less, corrupt
country that runs amok, anti-democratic state of injustice and surveillance based on
authoritarian and institutional arbitrariness and abuse of power, in which there are no
longer any independent courts, no division into legislative and executive branches
and certainly no independent press, and demagogues are no longer only at home in
the radical right, radical or even left-wing spectrum, but now especially in the middle
of society. 2.
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An insane, disgusting, ugly, unscrupulous, power-hungry, money-hungry, libidinous,
inhumane,  cruelly  shameful,  unscrupulous,  misanthropic,  barbaric  horror  state,
monster  state,  butcher  state,  torture state,  terrorist  state,  politician state,  state of
authorities, judiciary-judge-state, police state, institutional state, money state, capital
state, rogue state, which is one of the best disguised federal banana republics in the
world and this most shameful scum appears as ravening beasts and furies in human
form.
 
As long as people in Germany are reasonably healthy and doing reasonably well
economically, these circumstances are still bearable for most people. However, since
2020 in particular, the issues of "health" and "finances" have deteriorated massively
for millions and this is now increasingly turning into a powder keg.
 
Many people in Germany are appalled by foreign autocrats and fascist dictatorships
such as China's Xi Jinping, North Korea's Kim Jong-un, Russia's Vladimir Putin, and
Chechnya's Ramzan Akhmatovich Kadyrov, Turkey's Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and the
US Republican radical right-wing Donald Trump cult or, for example, the extremist,
fundamentalist, radical Islamic terrorist organization Hamas and the radical Islamist
groups Taliban, Al-Qaeda, "Islamic State" (IS) and Houthi. 3.

It is remarkable that many people still do not seem to be aware that there are millions
of "such terrible inhuman beasts and furies" in German authorities/institutions (e.g.
false courts with willful and malicious judges and lawyers and experts), but that they
only appear dressed in a different "cloak", commonly known as "wolves in sheep's
clothing". 
___________________________________________________________________
2. Editorial: We recognize this pattern all over the world!
3. Editorial: The Lord through Jakob Lorber: 'Slavery is so hated among you, everyone wants
to be free, everywhere one hears grumbling about slavery, about tyranny, and yet who is the
greatest tyrant of humanity today than their own passions themselves!' [SL.01_025,82]

But  in  Germany,  too,  there  is  a  growing  "awakening"  and  trust  in  the
authorities/institutions is dwindling rapidly. More and more sections of the population
are  turning  away  in  disgust  from  the  "degenerated,  sick"  part  of  the  German
political/legal/authoritarian/institutional state.
 
Let us be aware, that in most countries around the world, conditions are even
worse than in Germany and that we are already living in apocalyptic times and
probably only have a very small window of opportunity of a few years left.
 
And let us also be aware that there are also millions of people in Germany who
are  resolutely  and  courageously  committed  to  helping  others  and  working
towards peaceful coexistence. And it is these people - who bring warmth to our
country - who give us courage.
 
In my view, the end of this end-time phase with the transition to the 1000-year
kingdom of peace, based on the New Revelation (Lorber, Mayerhofer, Engel), is as
follows:
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1.
If we start from Jesus' statements "as near 2000 years", which Jesus made at the
age of approx. 30/31 years and repeated remarkably often and take this literally and
assume a birth of Jesus in the period from approx. 6 to 8 BC (as many NO friends
do), this end time should end around 2024/2025. 4.

2.
If we start from Jesus' statements "as near 2000 years", which Jesus made at the
age of approx. 30/31 years and repeated remarkably often and take this literally and
assume a birth of Jesus in the period of zero (i.e. according to our calendar), this end
time should end in the area of 2030 at the latest.
 
3.
If  one  again  assumes  from  Jesus'  statements  that  everything  depends  on  the
conditions/indicators and that concrete predictions with dates would be a judgment,
then everything can also be postponed. [See also SaE 1.071.1.]
 
We should always be aware that Jesus will come like a thief in the night (that the
day of the Lord will come like a thief in the night).

[RB 2.210.7]  As it says in Scripture: 'But in those days many false prophets will arise
and perform signs, saying, "See, here is Christ, or there He is!" - but do not believe it!
For the coming of the Son of Man will be like a flash of lightning that goes from rising
to falling. The coming of the Lord will also be like the coming of a thief in the night.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

4.Given the mindset of this decade, it does indeed appear that Jesus will not return after the
great cleansing until the end of this decade (2030) or the beginning of the next decade!

But this time is now like the dawn of that day which will come either for the salvation
of the righteous and for all those who are of a gentle and good heart and love their
brothers and sisters in My name.But this day will  also come like a thief upon all
those  who  do  not  respect  Me  and  have  a  hard  and  proud  heart  and  consider
themselves better and more respected than their brothers in whatever and because
of whatever.

A multitude of so-called "schedule attempts" for these end times could now be listed
here (see the various attempts by the NO friends and "prophets", "seers", etc.). The
"B E S T (!)" for the end of this end-time phase are here the statements of Jesus,
which describe the end of this end-time phase in direct connection with the
transition to the 1000-year kingdom of peace (see in extended form the four types
of purification fires together with the transition to the 1000-year kingdom of peace -
GGJ 8.185-187),  i.e.  the following three passages, the textual  context is decisive
here!
 
[GGJ  8.186.06]  When  such  doings  and  goings-on  will  once  have  reached  their
highest point through the power of fire, then the Earth's air will also be filled too
powerfully with the combustible ether species at such points, which will  then soon
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ignite here and there and turn such cities and regions into rubble and ashes
together with many of their inhabitants 

Note: According to Wilfried Schlätz, this is the "enemy from the air",  combustion of
industrial conurbations caused by ourselves through the release of flammable etheric
species  (nature  spirits),  which  no  natural  scientist  yet  knows!  In  other  words,
localized fires caused by industrial man himself! 

Remark: It is well known that the "enemy from the skies" is interpreted differently by
NR friends, and this will then probably also be a great and effective purification. But
what the fire caused in this way will not achieve,  other great Earth storms of all
kinds and species will achieve where it will understandably be necessary; for nothing
will be burned and destroyed without need.
 
But this will  also free the Earth's air from its evil vapors and natural spirits,
which will then have a beneficial influence on all other creatures on Earth, and
which will also serve the natural health of people in such a way that all the many and
evil bodily diseases will cease and people will be able to reach a healthy, strong and
old age. [GGJ 8.186.07] 
 
Because the already purified  people  will  stand in  My light  and observe the
commandments of love alive and true forever. The earthly property will also be
distributed among people in such a way, that everyone will have so much that he will
never  have  to  suffer  any  need  if  he  works  diligently,  and  the  heads  of  the
communities as well as the kings, as being completely under My will and light, will
see to it that there will never be a lack in a country among a people. And I will soon
visit the people here and there and strengthen and uplift them wherever people will
have the greatest longing for and the greatest love for Me.  John. [GGJ 8.186.08]

   
John the Evangelist .

Rev 22,10: “And he said to me, "Do not seal up the words of the prophecy of this
book, for the time is near.” The book of Revelation by John, forms the conclusion of
the Bible. But in this last chapter, there is a striking text saying that this book, in
which the  prophecies  are described,  does not  need to  be  sealed.  When did  the
evangelist John describe all this? Probably in the year 95 A.D. And when did John
write his gospel?  According to Jakob Lorber, it was in the year when Jerusalem was
destroyed by the Romans in 70 AD.  When the disciples met Jesus, they were young
men  in  their  early  sixties.  Mary  was  15  years  younger.  John  was  probably  the
youngest of the later apostles, and his age at the time of Jesus can be estimated at
45, as well as that of Mary and James, the author of the "Youth of Jesus". When the
evangelist John was already in his eighties, he finished the Gospel of John in an
orderly sequence. (70 AD) At this time, he was probably around 83 years old. It was
not until about 25 years later, when he was exiled to Patmos and received the visions
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there, that he described them in the "Revelation". This could therefore have been
written around 90-95 AD. The Lord said,  "John was able to put his gospel  in its
proper  order,  next  to  Mary,  and  in  it  he  proclaimed  to  posterity  only  what  was
necessary for their happiness. John lived a long time and only later put his visions on
parchment under the title "The revelation of John".

The book "The Revelation of John" is the last book of the New Testament. It states
that the prophecies contained in this book do not have to be sealed. This means that
this book of the Bible is not yet complete. When it says that Jesus is coming soon,
he, the Lord, may mean that he will send his messengers to the people with much
grace and comforting words. We are not alone! In fact, over the centuries, man has
had  to  deal  with  writing  prophets  such as  Hildegard  von Bingen,  Jakob Böhme,
Emanuel Swedenborg, Jakob Lorber, Gottfried Mayerhofer,and many others.

In the first chapter of Revelation, John witnesses an angel dictating to him that every
person who reads and acts on this revelation will be blessed. For the time is near.
(Rev.1:3)

Jesus  returned  within  a  century  of  his  ascension,  which  also  says  that  this  will
happen soon. (Rev.1:1) Likewise, in the 22nd chapter, the last book of the Bible,
Jesus  testifies  that  he  will  return  soon.  But  Jesus  has  NEVER  left  mankind  as
orphans  because  he  has  supported  us  in  all  times,  but  many  have  ignored  his
messages. How can they then accuse this Jesus of leaving people to their fate!?

Jakob  Lorber,  Swedenborg,  and  other  messengers  of  Jesus  explain  through  the
divine spirit the biblical revelations of John, which Lorber received under the name
"The Great Gospel of John". They explain it down to the smallest detail and this can
be seen as a GREAT REVELATION.  They do not  contradict  the biblical  book of
Revelation but clarify it as the Lord commanded. 

The book of Revelation describes the spiritual realm of Heaven and Earth and not the
material state. This book of the Bible explains the analogy of matter and the period of
man's spiritual resurrection. When the spiritual words of this particular book of the
Bible reach people's hearts and they experience these words and align their lives
accordingly, they will be blessed. Does the "revelation" refer to the return of Jesus or
the spiritual resurrection of man?

It is interesting to note that after Jakob Lorber, Gottfried Mayerhofer was also chosen
as the author of The Lord (1875). We should not take the images in the Revelation of
John literally. Then we would get nowhere and countless contradictions would arise.
When Jesus returns to Earth and dwells here and there among people, there must
first be a purification process. If we read the Bible, and all the prophets and then the
gospels, as well as the letters of Paul and other apostles and disciples, and finally the
Apocalypse of John, described in "The Spiritual Sun", we need not wonder why there
are so many differences between the subjects described. In this case, of course, we
have to  say:  "Each uses a different  task,  different  imagery.  and elaborates quite
different elements. Even the four Gospels do not agree on the historical facts, says
the Lord in this book.
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The Apocalypse of John is shrouded in imagery. Each writes one and the same truth,
each preaches Me, and each commands love, humility, and patience. The facts that
each of them (the gospels) tells are always the same. Those who see them in the
right spiritual light, will find the most wonderful agreement.

If you take all the verses written by all the prophets and evangelists together and look
at them in the right light, they will appear to you as the fruit of the same tree. The
Lord says emphatically that in the end times or the "time near at  hand" the final
judgment will not come.  This is not a time of doom but a time of resurrection.  In the
third volume: "Heavenly Gifts" we read about the time of resurrection on March 21,
1864. Many will be awakened from the sleep of life. They are those who know the
word but have not fully understood it.

The near time is not a time of death, but a time of life. The Gospel of John belongs to
him, says Jesus, because: "As long as he (John) traveled around with me as an
apostle, he only wrote down fragments and noted down what he wanted to remember
most. John was supposedly in exile on the island of Patmos, but this was not a prison
for John at all, for Jesus says: "But this was no exile for John at all, for in the fortress
of the Greek Cado was a righteous and mighty Roman, who also lived for a time in
Jericho."

*.*.*.*.*.*.*.*

How did our like-minded people come to read or study
the Jakob Lorber writings?

This question was asked in one of the last bulletins. We have received only a few
answers,  but  nevertheless  there  is  enough  space  in  this  issue.  The  messages
received have been sorted by entry.

Caspar from the Netherlands writes:

How did I come across Jakob Lorber? In 2017, I was working as a finance man for an
evangelization project in a hotel in Jakarta. My project manager had forgotten our
lunch date. That made me sad. You get the feeling: 'My brother in the Lord has let
me down'. I thought: 'What should I do now'?  I was sad and decided to get down on
my knees. First, there was praise and then I asked Jesus: "Please show me your
love". I then opened a website on a topic that interested me, namely about "all people
before Adam". Suddenly I was on Bertha Dudde's website: New Revelations. There I
got answers to many questions. I always pray for the truth!!!
 
When I was back in the Netherlands, I found out that there must be a Bertha Dudde
circle. I wrote and got an invitation to come to Belgium. And yes, I was told about
Jakob Lorber there. In the meantime, I have read a lot about it!!!  It is a great help to
understand  more  about  the  "end  times"  too.  Praise  be  to  King
Jesus!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! PS: I would be very happy about a Jakob Lorber circle of
friends!!!!! 5.

             *.*.*.*.*.*.*.
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Helmut N. from Austria writes:

WHOM GOD WANTS TO SHOW THE RIGHT FAVOR

           He will send him into the wide world,
           to whom He will show His wonders....
 
These words of the poet, set to music in a cheerful song, certainly also applied to me
personally. When I was young, I have, among other things spit in the Niagara Falls,
looked out for Nessie in Scotland, been in police custody in Egypt, spent the night in
caravanserais in Afghanistan, photographed rhinoceroses from the back of a riding
elephant in eastern India, tracked down indigenous people in the jungles of western
Malaysia,  strolled  through  Angkor  in  Cambodia,  admired  the  long  black  hair  of
Vietnamese women in Saigon, practiced judo in Tokyo, stood on the summit of the
4100 m high Mount Kinabalu in Boro, hitchhiked through Sumatra, been married to
my Filipino penpal for exactly 50 years and - last but not least - followed the footsteps
of Jesus in Israel with our friend Gerard.

And the fact that I came across this greatest treasure of my life - the New Revelation
- was also due to my youthful wanderlust. 

In the 1960s, my Chinese pen pal Chee Wai in Singapore asked me to look up an old
man in Vienna with whom he was exchanging stamps. I did do that, and met an old
man in a wheelchair. (Today I am much older than the "old" man back then). 

_________________________
5 Maybe you can create one yourself?
He had been an Arabic interpreter in North Africa during the war and was an atheist.
Despite the loving care of his wife, he entertained suicidal thoughts. Then his Creator
led him to the Lorber work and turned the unfortunate man into a lover of Jesus who
from then on was convinced that he did not need to take his unloved wheelchair with
him into the spiritual world.

At the time, I was working as a carpenter in Switzerland for some time, to quickly
earn  money  for  a  planned  motorcycle  trip  to  India  and   Singapore.  One  day,  I
received  a  parcel  from  Vienna;  the  contents  were  a  so-called  Lorber  tear-off
calendar.

Excerpts from the Lorber work were printed on the back of the individual daily notes.
What I read there was like a lightning strike for me as a young person! Never in my
life would I have dared to dream that there could be such overwhelming statements
about God, the World, and the meaning of life! Here a divine authority spoke with
wordsthat came so familiar from a distand long-awaited homeland! 

God had  suddenly  become a  fact,  these  words alone convinced me completely,
according to Jesus' words "My own know My voice." My youthful questions such as
"What do we actually live for, do animals have a soul?" were answered in a heart-
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satisfying way, not like by ignorant adults "We live to create something for ourselves
in the world, animals have no soul, they are there so that we have meat to eat..." No,
such answers could never convince me; I had finally found the proof of God in the
Word of the Lord!

When my guardian angel brought me back to my mother in one piece after seven
months and 13,000 km in the saddle of my 1953 BMW 250, a quiet time began for
the previously restless one. Quiet in the sense that the accumulated debts from the
trip around the world had to be worked off and a Lorber book was devoured every
month.
 
Now there remains the unspoken question of what the spiritual rebirth looks like after
almost 6 decades of serious study of the New Revelation. It should be said that the
Lord alone has the right to make a valid statement on this.

I  think  absolutely  nothing  of  the  self-satisfied  statements  of  many  American
Christians who describe themselves as saved and born again because they believe
in Jesus Christ as the Creator of Heaven and Earth, attend church on Sundays, and
pay the pastor's contribution.

The Lord Himself has given us the standard by which we are to be measured as to
how far we have progressed in our rebirth: Love God above all else and love your
neighbor as yourself. We should measure ourselves by this and not exalt ourselves.
All that remains for us is to humbly ask our God and Creator
 
              FATHER, PLEASE MAKE ME WORTHY OF YOUR GRACE

*.*.*.*.*.*.*

The Hebrew letters

The letters are the bodies. Every word forms things from heaven. One word can even
form many ideas or feelings in the mind. In the Bible, one word contains thousands of
truths. So one truth can contain many spiritual truths and one lie can contain many
lies. The few letters of the alphabet form the basis for many thousands of words.
While thousands of words can express thousands of ideas.

A word is dead in itself, only when it is spoken does it come back to life, especially
when it comes from the heart. The written word itself also has great power. It has a
high vibration. What is written must live, but the letters themselves are dead and
await inspiration (interpretation). Every word begins with the smallest Hebrew letter,
with a JUTTA, just like the JOD. This cannot be a coincidence, because the word
'Juden' contains the root letters for 'Jod'. Strictly speaking, they mean "the effect of
their actions", because yod means "hand".
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In our spelling, we use the comma to express what yod stands for in Hebrew. Every
Hebrew word is imbued with this tiny little sign. However, it is peppered with busy
activity. This means that Hebrew can be interpreted as a living language, just like the
Bible or the Holy Scriptures, which are permeated by the Hebrew language, which is
considered  a  living  word.  The  language  must  be  lived.  Otherwise,  it  is  almost
impossible for us to establish connections such as communication. Language itself is
the reflection of every state of the human soul.

But people can talk and chatter as much as they like. Language must have a special
value. Word knowledge, vocabulary, and language are also a form of communication.
Words must flow. Real life consists only of actions. The Jews have the characteristic
of acting first. In the end, they think about whether what they have done was right.  

The letters are like bodies. Every word in the scriptures represents things of Heaven.
One word can even represent many ideas or feelings in the mind. In the Bible, one
word contains a thousand truths. So one truth can contain many spiritual truths and
one lie can contain many lies. The few letters of the alphabet are the basis for many
thousands  of  words.  The  many  thousands  of  words  can  express  countless,
thousands of ideas.

    *.*.*.*.*.*.*

Bruno Gröning
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Bruno Gröning

He once said:  "There are many things that cannot be explained, but nothing that
cannot happen."

Bruno Gröning was born in 1906 in Dantzig into a simple working-class family. From
an  early  age,  he  was  aware  of  his  task  here  on  Earth.  His  whole  life  was
characterized by love and kindness. Wherever he appeared, disputes calmed down,
animals became quiet,and spontaneous healings occurred. He never boasted about
his special  powers, led a "normal" life as far as possible,  got married, became a
father, and had all kinds of jobs. He never accepted a penny for the help he gave.  

It  was not  until  1949,  when a very spectacular  healing had taken place,  that  he
became known to the public. Then people flocked from near and far. In post-war
Germany, the physical and spiritual need was naturally very great. It happened that
30,000 people stood around him and hundreds of people experienced spontaneous
healings simply because they were in his presence. Eyewitnesses reported that "the
lame began to walk, the blind began to see and the deaf began to hear". His motto
was: "I am nothing - God is everything; he is the greatest physician".

Bruno once said: "I call you all, dear friends, to a great conversion! The path you
have taken so far was the wrong one! I don't need to emphasize this, because you
know that the path you have taken was the wrong one. Trust and believe! It helps, it
heals the divine power within you.

Bruno foresaw in his time that people are too fixated on their path to materialism,
which is the path to Satan, and not to the spiritual, to God. If people are always ready
to open up to the divine within themselves, then the soul heals and with it the body.
At that moment, the divine power flowed through him to an indescribable extent and
he was able to pass it on to people in a weakened form as a transformer. Bruno said:
"God is the transmitter of this healing power and sends it out always and everywhere.
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Man is the receiver. However, Bruno was very modest. He said: "I am nothing, but
our Lord and God is everything! His golden rule: three things lead to the eternal :
good thoughts, good words, and good works.

*.*.*.*.*.*
Wars

JESUS told us: "There will be all sorts of things like cabbages and turnips among
themselves: war with feathers, war with empty pockets, war with thieves and robbers,
of whom there are already twenty-five thousand in B., who live only by swearing,
stealing, cheating, breaking and robbing. That is a blessing of communism! Then
really war with the sword, war with misery, war with fornication, war with the devil,
war with oneself, war with morality, war with humanity, war with religion, war with
worldly wisdom, and even war with death!

When this true plural war is fought out, then the measure will  be taken and
everything will be measured critically and mathematically, what each person is
allowed to have, eat, and know, what he is allowed to speak, and what he is
allowed to write. This is the square measure that always leaves out three-quarters
of the circle. That will be the learned proposition, but it will soon find a very common
antithesis!

Finally, one will draw a circle and consider oneself and oneself alone as the most
perfect. - That will be the circle! But then I will secretly take the liberty and put an end
to such a foolish circle -How I know very well!  That will be the end of an extremely
foolish song of this generation.

            
                 

But don't you see how the northern polar bear grinds its teeth on the ice? The
seal meat no longer tastes good to him. He has long coveted the cattle and sheep of
the south. Soon he will have sharpened his molars into fangs. So woe to the fat cattle
and the fat sheep of the south! I tell you, their fat will congeal on the icy shores of
Siberia!

Behold, this is one who has no fear of quills and abhors this weapon. But much gold
and silver, many horsemen, and many guns and cannons are his business! Woe
betide him if he leaves his camp! I tell  you, he will win with power and tyrannical
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magnanimity! And soon, very soon, if the cattle and sheep of the south are not soon
turned into lions, that is, into lions of wisdom and lions of true inner strength...."  [Gifts
of Heaven 02_46.12.20.03ff].

*.*.*.*.*.*.*
You are like Abraham

The Lord said: 'Joseph (of Mary), do you know who Melchizedek, the king of Salem,
was? - You do not know!  But I know and tell you: The king of Salem was the Lord
himself, but no one except Abraham was allowed to suspect it!  So Abraham bowed
to the ground before him and willingly gave him a tenth of everything. Joseph, I am
the same Melchizedek and you are like Abraham! Why don't you give Me a tithe of
these good fish? 

 Who made the fish like the sea? Was it Mary or Me, a King of Salem from eternity?
You see, I am here in Myself from eternity, and you don't even want to put down a
whole portion of fish for Me? That looks rare! But that is why it will come to pass
that one day people will serve My womb much larger portions than Me.  And I
will  have  to  pay  attention  to  what  is  served  to  the  Mother,  and  the  order  of
Melchizedek will be far away!"  [Youth of Jesus: 01_169 from 11-19]

The obedience of Abraham, through which God tested his faith when he showed him
the ram hanging in the thorns, also signifies the obedience of the blessed virgin in
advance. She believed the word of God's messenger and wanted it to be done to her
according to the word of the same messenger. That is why the Son of God clothed
himself with her flesh. (Note: Mary of Joseph!)
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Abram settled by the terebinth trees of Mamre, about two miles north of Hebron (Gen. 13:18).

HE was foretold by the ram that hung among the thorns. God also said that
the lineage of this Abraham would be as numerous as the stars in the sky. For in this
generation, he foresaw what would be included in the full number of the heavenly
church. And because this [Abraham] believed God faithfully in everything, he was
also called the father of those who will be heirs of the kingdom of heaven. (Source:
The Book of Divine Works - Liber Divinorum Operum - H.v.Bingen).

After  these things had happened, God put  Abraham to the test.  He said to  him:
"Abraham!", to which he replied: "Here I am!". And He continued: "Please take your
son, your only son, whom you love so much, Isaac, and go on a journey to the land
of Morịa, and sacrifice him there as a burnt offering on one of the mountains that I
will  appoint for you."' And Isaac began to say to Abraham his father, "My father!"
Then he said, "Here I am, my son!" Then Isaac continued: "Here is the fire and the
wood, but where is the sheep for the burnt offering?" 

Then Abraham lifted his eyes and saw a ram with its horns caught in a bush. So
Abraham went and took the ram and sacrificed it as a burnt offering instead of his
son.  Then Abraham returned to his servants, and they set out and traveled together
to Beersheba, and Abraham stayed in Beersheba.  (Genesis 22:1-19)  6.

                                      
___________________________________________________________________
6. In Catholicism                          

                           

Today's Beersheba in Israel near Mamron where Abraham lived in his tents

      *.*.*.*.*.*.*
The memories of a previous life?

'If you have a debt to pay to someone, settle quickly with your opponent while you
are still on the way to court with him. Otherwise, he will hand you over to the judge,
who will hand you over to the bailiff and you will go to prison.  I assure you, you will
not get out until you have paid the last penny.  Matth. 5:26,27.
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According to Swedenborg, it happens that a deceased human spirit, who is present
with people unnoticed, can bring certain things from his memory to people so that the
person thinks that he has these memories in his own memory.

Some people think they remember situations and events  from their  previous life.
Although an angel or spirit is not allowed to communicate with a person through their
thoughts, they can influence a person's mind. This is because angels and spirits have
a memory just like humans.

If a spirit were to communicate with a human being through his thoughts, then the
human being would know no better than that the things he is thinking about are his
own thoughts. Nevertheless, they are the thoughts of the other spirit. This is also the
case  with  memories  of  things  or  situations  that  a  person  has  never  seen  or
experienced before. Some people believe that after a few thousand years they will
return to their previous life with all their actions. 7.

People come to this conclusion because they sometimes have a memory of things
and situations that they have never seen or experienced before. This happens when
they receive thoughts from their spirit and this spirit lets them flow into human mental
images. 9.

___________________________________________________________________
7 Bè'eer Sjava means 'well [of] oath' בַע Xֶׁאֵר ש בְּ[

According to Matthew 5:26, people have to deal with their own karma. Here is the
example of money. He cannot free himself from it until all tasks have been solved.
Only through the grace of God can he be forgiven for many things.

 He still has a lot to make up for under God's guidance. A pupil who cannot apply or
practise the knowledge and experience he has learned in his next school year will not
make any progress.

Jakob Lorber hardly speaks of the removal  of  guilt,  but rather of  purification and
perfection. We should release personal guilt towards others and ask for forgiveness,
insofar as this is possible. The Lord has already settled the Luciferian angelic fall on
Golgotha on the cross. 9.

*.*.*.*.*

___________________________________________________________________________
8. This would (unfortunately) support the 'occupation' theory for exorcism
9. In a German-Russian family in the former GDR, a grandmother cared for by someone I've
known for many years sent a Christmas card that read, "If we did something bad to you last
year, we now ask your forgiveness."
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   In then next issue: Something another good thing to share with each other! 

You can read about it in the April edition!
 

Christoph writes about the state of Israel 
Is Isaiah 11 not fulfilled? (Caspar)
The twelve tribes of Israel (Hans d. H.)
The 12,000 of Wilhelm from Germany
Agricola, the Roman (Jan Vreeman)
About the death of the Lord
Hilde about 4151 a. Adam
Books and writings to be given away free of charge in good hands
Let's recommend the Lord's sermons to others! 
Jesus like a thief in the night (Johannes, John)
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